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interconnect signals. Various stick forces, motion sensor inputs and
air pressure inputs were simulated to produce transient control surface
responses. These computer generated responses exhibited characteristics

corresponding to predicted aircraft control surface movements.
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ABSTRACT

!Ihe lEm Ccmpany's Continuous Systems modeling Program

vas used to sinulate the longitudinal flight control system

of the F/A-lB aircraft. The model is intended for use in

investigations cf aircraft response to flight condition~s

vhich approach spin or stall and is restricted to the

automatic flaps up (APO) flight mode. Program outputs

incladqe stabilator deflection, leading and trailing edge,

flap positions, and cross-axis interconnect signals.

Various stick forces, moticz sensor inputs, and air prsssure

inputs vqre sivulated to produce transient control surface

rqsponses. Tbese computer generated responses exhibited

characteristics correspondlng to predicted aircraft control

surface movements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Navy has experienced the loss of numerous aircraft

during recent years due to unintentional departure from

controlled flight. The increased cost and complexity of

modern aircraft utilizing fly-by-wire flight control systems

have placed a renewed emphasis on understanding the

nerformance characteristics of these aircraft, especially

near the limits of the flight envelope. The purpose of this

thesis is to investigate a methcd of non-real time computer

simulation of the longitudinal flight control system of the

- F/k-18 aircraft. Future thesis researchers at the Naval

Postgraduate School will complete corresponding simulations

of the lateral and directional control systems. The

combination of these simulations with an existing

aerodynamic simulation program will yield a complete

aircraft stabili ty and control model. The primary purpose of

the model is to investigate methods of designing control

augmentation systems which actively inhibit or prevent

departures frcm controlled flight. Other uses of this model

would include the capabilities to test new programmable

memory confiqurations, to evaluate new components such as

ootimal ohservers, to sirulate degraded flight conditions

9
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(such as a damaged flight control surface) and to reareate

flight conditions during post accident investigations.

The method which was chosen for accomplishment of th!

obJectives of this 4hesis was the Continuous Systems

( Mode liag Program (CSMP) , developed by the IBM

Company [Ref. 1]. CSMP is a software package designed to

simulate dynamic systems described in terms of differential

equations and block diagrams normally encountered in systems

theory. CSMP allows programming flexibility through the use

of thirty-four pre-programmed functional blocks which are

similar tc FORTRAN subroutines. These blocks provide rapid

access to mathematical functions, switching functions,

signal sources, logic functions and FORTRAN functions. Since

-his thesis represented the first attempt at the Naval

Postgraduate School to accurately model the flight control

system of a modern, highly augmented tactical aircraft it

was deemed important to concentratq on the physical systems

rather than become involved in the complexities of numerical

analysis.

Alternatives to CSMP which were considered included

analcg programming and PCRTRLN programming. &nalo g

programming was not selected because it is less

10
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representative of the systems to be modeled and it is less

accurate than CSMP. The ccncept of programming directly in

FORTRAN was carefully considered. Since FORTRAN is the

source language for CSMP the capabilities of CSMP are a

subset of the capabilities of FORTRAN itself. Addito r.ally,

CSMP has restrictions on the number of allowable statements,

constants, variatles and cther parameters. Unlike F3RTRAN,

when functional blocks in CSSP are used, the programmer has

no direct control of mathematical cperations internal to the

functions. Tke primary reasons for which CSMP was selected

were its simDlified input statements, output statements and

orogram con-._cl statements which facilitated rapid program

writing and testing. Additionally, the automatic time and

N amplitude scaling, data fcrmatting, and compatibility with

graphic display devices which CSMP provides are well suited

for ;rototype Frcgram development.

9. 11



II. METHODOLOGY

'- A. PROGRAM OPGAnIZnTION AID NOMENCLATURE

A detailed description of the flight control laws of the

F/A-18 aircraft is given in the McDonnell Aircraft Company's

. system design report [Bef. 2]. The comzuter program

developed in this thesis is based upon figure 16. 1 of this4-'
report, entitled F/A-18 Lcngitudinal, M-hanical, CAS, and

DEL Control Law Mechanization. This figure contains six

pages of block diagrams depicting generation of longitudinal

control signals which are valid for all aircraft

configurations and failure modes. The version of flight

contrcl program incorporated in the flight control computer

programmable read only memory (PROM) ut.ilized in zhis

simulation is 8.2.1, dated August 31, 1982.

A brief discussion of the F/A-18 flight control system

is necessary to facilitate a discussion of control law

modeling. All ccaputations of ccntrol laws are accomplished

independently by four channels of digital computation.

Primary ccntrol in the pitch axis is provided by symmetric

deflection cf the horizontal stabilators. Full span leading

., edge flaps and trailing edge flaps are scheduled to provide

maximum lift tc drag ratic during maneuvering, high angle

12
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of attack and cruise configurations. Roll control is

accomplished by ailerons, diffe=ential stabilators atd

• differential leading and trailing edge flap deflection.

N .Directional control is maintained by dual rudders. The

thesis computer program which is contained in Appendix A

simulates the cutput of one channel of digital computation

and calculatqs the angular positions of the stabilators,

leading edge flaps and trailing edge flaps. This simulation

does not calculate rudder or aileron deflection, however,

all elsctrical signals required for cross axis interccnnects

are provided.

The task of programming the information given in the

-. w.longitudinal control law mechanization schematic was

simplified by two means. First, the program restrictions and

assumptions tc conditions cf flight which are discussed in

part B were applied. As a result sections of figure 16.1

which apply to mechanical ccntrol laws and spin modes, for

example, were deleted. This reduced the number of schematic

blocks to be modeled by approximately one third. The second

simplification arose through a system of nomenclature in

which nine control paths were defined in order to limit the

- number of input and output signals for any specific path.

13
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When combined, these nine paths form the total longitulinal

control law mechanization.

Figure 2.1 is the overall longitudinal control signal

block diagram which was used in this simulation. It was

derived by applying all program assumptions C restricticns

outlined in part B to figure 16.1 of the system design

re port.

Block diagrams depicting the logic development of the

component paths are included in Appendix A. The nomenclature

for each control path which is given in Table I is peculiar

- to this simulaticn progran.

Table II lists nomenclature for control signal groups which

are common tc both the McDonnell schematic and to this

simulation. Signals with common prefixes are numbered

consecutively in the feed forward direction. The primary

feed forward input to the CSMP simulation is pilot stick

force. Feedback signals include oitch rate, roll rate, yaw

rate, angle of attack, ncrmal acceleration and differential

% control surface commands.

B. PROGRAM RESTRICTIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The task of obtaining a working computer program to meet

the thesis objectives did not require the simulation of all

14
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TABLE I

Ccntrcl Signal Paths

F THSIGNAL PREFIX

c (oPen icopthP
Po~t st kI nput D

Pitch rate gyro pa h PR
Angle of attack sensor path AA
xcrnal accelerometer NZ
Forward integratcr path FI
Stabilator path ST
leading edqe flap path LE
Trailing edge flaf path TE

TABLE II

Common Signal Ncmenclature

SIG1 (21 PREF ESP)

AILPHAS Angle of attack (computed)
ALPHAT Angle of attack (true) . )
F Function (air data s;nedule)
PK Ar .ata schedule gain parameter
PS S atic p essure
PT Pitch ax Is storaq. location

C Ccspressible dynamic pressure
RI Pressure quotient ( /QC/PS)

.ossble conditicns of fl.ght. Thus, an assumed airzraft

configuration ard flight condition led to many

simplifications in the mcdel. Each major assumption is

discussed below. Should future researchers desire to

construct a mcre general model, additional program logic

paths could be included in this CSMP simula-.ion without

requiring major revisions to the proqram.

16
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Issump ticns:

1. The aircraft flight control electronics set (FCES) iJ

operating normally. Primary components of this set include

flight contrel ccmputers, pitch, roll and yaw rate gyros,

accelerometer assemblies and flight con-rol panels. The FCES

contains loqic sequences for failure ds-:ection and

correct.ive contrcl law ilplementation which were ommitted

from the thesis compu-.er program,

2. The aircraft is urder inner loop control. In this

mode pilot stick force forms the primary control input.

Autopilot functions such as heading hold, roll or pitch

attitude hold, and altitude hold are not in op.ration.

3. The pitch control augmentation system (CAS) is

noviding longitudinal control. Backup control systems which

are net in operation include the mechanical backup node and

the direct electric link (CEL) mode which provides an open

loop signal frcm the pilct stick position sensor to the

stabilator servoactuator.

- 14. The aircraft is operating in the up and away flight

phase in the auto flaps up (AFU) configuration. This phase

requires that the flap switch in the cockpit be in the AUTO

position or that the calitrated airspeed be greater than 243

17



knots. In the AFU mode gain schedules are optimized for

combat maneuvering characteristics in the low to mid dynamic

pressure regime. Additicnally, a trim integrator controls

load factor and, at angles of attack above 22 degrees,

propcrtional nose down commands are introduced.

5. The gain switch is in the normal position. The

override position of this switch causes flight computers to

use fixed values for air data schedules and a predetermined

angle of attack in control law computations. The normal

4 .osition of '.be gain switch allcws measured values of air

data and angle of attack tc be used.

6. The aircraft is operating with weight off the wheels,

soeed brake in, and with nc external stores.

7. Anti spin functions are not simulated.

L18
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III. COMIROL LAW NODELING

A. AIR DATA SCHEDULES

Air data schedules are functions of static pressure

(PS) , compressible dynaaic pressure (QC), and other

parameters such as normal acceleration, angle of attack or

condition cf external stores. The longitudinal control laws

contain inputs from 13 different air data schedules which

are listed in Table III.

TABLE III

Air Data Schedules

FUNCTIOW ESCRION (I. .T)
P12 Pitch forward loo nteqrator gain schedule (RI,PS)
P22 Fade; on sperson c compensa-ion (Qq)
P23 Stall margln on pitch forward loop integrator (AOA)
P24 Trailing edge flap schedule 1 OrRII
P1 Tral ing qdg. f lap schadale C Hat)
P7 Lea ng edge ap sc edul (
128 Lea n qe * 11ap sc U A 1 m t
129U LeadI nql ale: ~ I at)132A Long 4udinal frward, loop ga n scnedul [)

P 37 o Limit On 0 deedback (NZS)
140 P .tch rate feedback qain scheaule PS QC, RI)

-te feedback a n schedule QC
* 1107 Longitudinal inertial gain schedule (QC)

Each schedule ccntrols an output gain for a particular

purpose. Function 32A, for example, yields a uniform initial

oitch acceleration in reepcnse tc sharp inputs, with gain

decreasing at high values of compressible dynamic pressure.

Other functions such as function 29U are used to determine

19
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an upper or lower limit to an input signal. Simulation of

these functions in the CS81 format required that individual

* computer programs be written to test each air data schedule.

In all cases the final result was given in the flight

control system design report, usually in graphical form.

Conversion to CSOP format was done by extraction of data

points from graphs, use of logic flow charts when available

and direct employment of those mathematical formulae which

were given. Cnce programmed in CSMP, the tabular and

graphical output data was compared to data given in the

design report for the same test parameters. Thus, the output

of each function was independently verified before the

function was included in the longitudinal control law

sinu lation.

The simulaticn is written tc take advantage of CSKP's

SORT and UCSORT capabilities where appropriate. The NOSORT

;.ticn of CS11P is used for conditional logic and tranching.

This statement allows the user flexibility in creating

sections cf the program in which ordinary FORTRAN rules can

be used. In 1OSORT secticns intermediate variables were

defined, comparisons made and appropriate branching was

executed. The Frograa statements were returned to SORT

20
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format as soon as ccnditional logic was no longer reguired.

An early prcblem revealed that if two or more SORT secticns

are separated ty a NOSORT secticn information will not be

passed between the separated SORT sections. To prevent

errors resulting from this restriction from occuring the

follcw'.ng decisions regarding the orier of program

statements were made.

1. The number of NOSORT sections should be minimized.

2. HOSORT sections should be located close

together,allowing fewer and larger SORT sections.

3. Nacros should be utilized when possible. Hacros,

which are similar to subroutines, are discussed in part D

under frequency averagers.

The task of arranging program statements to minimize the

number of NOSORT sections was greatly simplified through the

use cf the '"output variable sequence" tabulation which is

* Droduced as Part of the CSKP standard output. The final

number of NOSORT statements in the computer simulation could

have been further reduced by this method, however, this

would have required the mcvenent of large program blocks and

caused a deviation from the logic oath used in program

development. For example, the NOSORT sections of functions

21
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12 and 40 could have been combined. This would hive

increased difficulty in Program debuqqiaq and made areas of

- t.he program which require combinational logic less apparent

to readers.

Appendix C contains documentation for the air data

schedules. Each schedule is included in a complete computer

orogram which produces tabular and graphical data to match

the characteristics of figures in the design report. In

Incorporating these air data schedules into the longitudinal

4 control law simulation all schedules exceat for function 24

were placed bc-fore the main computational body of the

?=ogram. Punctien, 24, the trailinq edge flap scheduile,

requires conditional logic and contains computed angle of

attack as an input. Since computed angle of attack is

generated in the normal accelerometer path, function 24 was

placed -Imediately before the trailing edge flap path

computations.

B. PADERSO ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS, RECRANICAL

PRE!A KO TS

The pur~cs* of faders is to eliminate largs

disccntinuities in gain, permitting gradual change in output

from old values to new new values at a desired sample rate.

22



raders are located in Figure 16.1 at the outputs of air data

schedules and gain schedules which are dependent upon

aircraft configuration. Discontinuities may arise as a

result of a change in physical measurements such as dynamic

pressure, change in aircraft configuration such as spead

brake extension, or change in scde of flight. The lower

limit for signal NP4, for example, changes from a gain of

-50.0 to 0.0 as a result cf spin entry. Since the thesis

computer program assumes that electrical signals vary

smoothly and is restricted to up and away controlled flight,

faders are modeled in freguency only.

analog to digital conversion and frequency matching are

obtained by a sample and -bold process. Sampling times are

generated by the C SP functional block IMPULS which produces

a time series of unit impulse functions with a specified

. 4- start :ine and period. Since these pulse trains are used in

several areas cf the program, impulse functions of 20, 40

and 80 hertz are included Immediately following the air data

schedules. The zero order hold function ZOLD keeps signal

gain constant throughout the pulse period.

a mechanical breakout force of two pounds is modeled in

the pilot stick input path. When large stick forces are

23
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aoplied, the resultant signal is calculated with a reduction

in magnitude cf two pounds. This mcdelinq is accomplished in

CSMP by the deadspace (DEADSP) functional block. Figure 16.1

of the design report depicts electrical signal "deadbands"

which are ccnceptually identical to mechanical breakouts.

Appendix D cortains a program which displays deadspace

outputs in tabular and graphical fcra.

C. ALIASING FILTERS AND SIGNAL LIMITERS

The longitudinal control laws cf the F/A-18 include five

aliasing filters which are modeled as first and second order

Laplace transforms. The first order transform is of the

tvpe A/(Bs+l) and is in tke pilot stick input path. This lag

type filter with one real pole is converted c CSMP format

.1 by the functional block REALPL. A required initial condition

is the value cf +he output signal when time is zero. This

may be determined arbitrarily by the user, but was set to

zero for this simulation.

Second order filters are present in the pilot stick

input path, pitch rate gyro path, angle of attack sensor

oath and normal accelerometer path. Each is of the form

A/(Bs2+Cs+D) and represents an anderdamoed system. The CSMP

functional block for complex poles (C3PXPL) is used.

6 24
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Initial conditions are tke value of th_ output signal and

time rate of change of the output signal when time equals

zero. Natural frequencies varied from 4.34 hertz in the

pilot stick input path to 33.3 hertz In the angle of attack

ssnsor path. The appendix contains a computer program which

demonstrates the CSMP outputs of both first and second order

aliasing filters. Unit step inputs wer. introduced to each

fil t er to generate transient responses. The first order

filter produced an exponential rise to steady state with the

correct time ccnstant. Characteristics of the second order

filters such as rise time, peak time, maximum overshoot, and

settling time compared favorably with theoretical

results (Ref. 3].

Signal limiters restrict the maximum or minimum values

of an output signal. Stahilator surface deflection, for

example, is limited to 10.5 degrees trailing edge down and

24 degrees trailing edge up. The CSMP functional block LIMIT

allows direct specification of lower and upper signal

limits.

D. FREQUENCY AVERAGERS AND RATE LIMITERS

A characteristic of tke F/A-18 flight control system is

that various signal paths operate at frequencies of 20, 40

25
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or 80 hertz. When signals are ccmbined mathematically, the

inputs are first converted to a ccmmon frequency. Normal

accelerometer path signals are computed at 40 hertz and

combined with cutputs of the forward integrator path, which

operates at 20 hertz. In this case a 20 to 40 hertz averagqr

is present between the integrator path and the summing

junction connected to the normal accelerometer path. The

algorithm us-d for the 20 to 40 hertz averager is based on a

orocedure given in the Flight Control Electronic System

Report (Ref. 4]. The averager was required to generate

signal values at twice tke rate of the incoming pulses by

linear interpclation between amplitudes of the two previous

signals at 20 h.rtz. The formulas used to generate

intermediate signals were:

Z40 = Z40Z1 + DEL (3.1)

DEl = (Z20 -Z2CZ1) / 2.0 (3.2)

where:

Z'ZQ currint value of the 40 hertz sinal

Z4 * prevous value of the 40 hertz signal
Z20 current value of the 20 hertz signal
Z20ZI = previous value of the 20 hertz szgnal.

26



Conditional logic was used to keep the output sigral

equal to the input signal at times when the 20 hertz impuse

function was equal to one. The algorithm was initialized by

letting "previous values" be equal to input values when time

equals zero.

Ihe pressnce of numerous frequency averagers in the

control laws would have reguired the repetition of many

statement blocks without the use cf CSMP program MACROS,

A which are similar tc FCBTRAN subroutines. Frequency

averagers in tke thesis cczputer simulation were included in

MACROS and placed at the beginning of the program. A MACRO

may be used severpl times within a Frogram. Input and output

variables are given dummy names, yet the MACRO is invoked

with a unique name *which is assigned in a function

definition statement. A limitation to the use of MACROS is

that variables which are defined in MACRO structure

stateme.nts are not available for output unless they are

designated as arguments in the function definition

statement. Additionally, certain functional blocks such as

REALPL, CHPXPL and INTGRL cannot be used as arguments or as

parts of a HAC5O structure statement.

27



* - The PROCEDURE function of CSHP was used in each MACRO to

cause statements to be executed in the order of the.ir

appearance. 'Each structure statement of a MACRO will be

individually scrted unless PROCEDURE is specified. All

statements contained within a PROCEDURE functicn are treated

as a single block which can be moved but not rearranged by

the CSHP translalor.

PORTRY subprograms were not used in this simulation

because the size cf the lcngitudinal portion of the program

did not approach the maximum limits of CSMP. Inclusion of

'9' the lateral and direc~ional control systems in this program

_ will require that measures be taken to remain within the

allovable number of structure statements, NOSORT sections

and MICROS. The CSMP translator is not used to process

FORTRAN subprogram stateients. Since the number of

subprogram statements is nct counted the overall size of the

orogram may te increased. The capabilities of the computer

system library may be utilized by subprograms through the

use of the CALL statement. The CALL statement must, however,

be included in a NOSORT or PROCEDURE section. A method to

invoke subprograms exists which does not require NOSORT or

PROCEDURE sections, but It is valid only for two or more

28
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output variables and it requires a specific format for

arguments. A final restriction to the use of FORTRAN

'. subprcgrams is that certain CSMP functional blocks such as

ZHOLD, IMPULS, and CMPXPL are not allovable.

The longitudinal contrel laws contain rate limiters

vhich operate at frequencies of 20 hertz and 80 hertz to

restrict the speed of leading edge flap movement. The

" algorithm for these limiters compares the value of each

inccmi~g signal with the value of the previous output

signal. The magnitude of the difference between these

signals is prccessed by the LIMIT functional block which

generates thq current output signal. The 20 hertz rate

limiter, fo- example, allcvs a maximum change in output

signal value of 0.9 degrees during each period of 0.05

seconds. A listing of the program which was used to test the

-ate li2ier is contained in appendix D. Correct outputs

were observed for both increasing and decreasing input

signals.

E. £IGITAL FILTERS, DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS,

SNRVOMICHANISMS

Three types of digital filters are used in the

longitudinal ccn-rol laws. Z filter number P2 is a lead-lag

29
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type controller in th . pitch rate gyro path which operates

at 20 hertz. Z filter number P9, the forward loop

integrator, operates at 20 hertz and compares the aircraft

response to the maneuver ccumand. The output signal drives

the stabilator servoactuator to reduce the maneuver error to

zero. This allovs the aircraft to to be automatically kept

in a hands off condition since the forward integrator

4@ liminates anccmranded normal acceleration. Z filter number

P8 -s a structural notch filter which operates at 80 hertz.

It attenuates aeroelastic bending which is detected by the

moticn sensors.

In the simulation each filter was developed in its most

general for. for inclusicn in a MACRO. The following

equation for lead-lag filter number P2 is given in the

Schematic resign Report Clef. 51.

PB4 (1+1811*(1-EK12))Z - (PK11+1)*(1-PK12)
- =I

PR3 Z - (1-PK12) (3.3)

It is mcdeled in the thesis simulation as

POUT AZ- B

FIN Z - C (3.4)

where A, B and C are constants. The right shifting and

linearity proper ties of the z transform are used to solve

explicitly for the variable FOUT iRef. 6].
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POUT A - B (Z- 1)

?I N 1.0 - C(Z-1) (3.5)

Cross nultiplica--ion and rearrangement yields:

POUT= A*PlN - B*FIN(Z-1) + C*FOOT(Z-1) (3.6)

whicb Is described in the simulation as:

POU7= A*71N - B*FINZI + C*FOUTZ1 (3.7)

This method, which is termed direct realization

?roqraaming, was also used in the development of the notch

filter and the forward loop integrator. The equivalent

.9 Laplace ranstorm for each longitudinal flight control

filter is listed in the design report. This permitted a

crcss check of z filter performance which is included in

I appendix D.

.0 1 specific method of integration may be specified in the

terminal pcrt!on of a CSRT proqram. In the case of flight

control simulation the Runge-Kutta Fixed Step Size (RKSPX)

methcd was utilized to ensure that integrations wouli only

occur at the desired samplinq rate. The highest sampling

f-equency in ary axis of the P/1-18 flight control system is

80 hertz, thus the CSKP integraticn interval DELT was

specified as 0.0125 seconds.

I 631
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The variable KEEP is used in CSIP to indicate that the

end of a valid integration step has been rtached. KEEP is

set egual to one when this conditicn is met. During trial or

intermediate Integration steps KEEP will equal zero. Each

,&CRC contains conditional logc which allows calculations

to be performed only when KEEP equals one.

Conversion cf signals from analog to digital form in the

tF/A-18 occurs as the signal reaches the servomechanism. The

auantizer functicnal block (QNTZR) is employed to accomplish

the analog to digital simulation. The transfer functions

used by the stabilator and flap servomechanisms are not

oublished ky the manufacturer of the aircraft. In order for

- the thesis computer program to generate control surface

positions the response charactsristics of a Parker Hannifin

fly-by-wire actuation system were incorporated. The selected

actuators were designed for use with all-digital fliqht

con-rols and are modeled as second order systems. The

stabilator transfer function is

X 1600

S'+ 56S + 1600 (3.8)

where I is the actuator position in degrees and Ei is the

position ccmmand. The transfer function for both leading

and trailing edge flaps is

' 3 2
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X 400
E S + 28S +400 (3.9)

The advantages of using the second order model instead of a

first order model are that the faster rise time more closely

represents the physical actuators and that the natural

frequency and damping ratio may he independently modified.

F. PROGRAB TESTING METHODS AND RESULTS

The -hesis ccputer program was tested on three levels.

The lowest level involved evaluation of the individual

sigral blocks cf figure 16.1 in the system design report.

Sections A through E of this chapter describe signal block

modeling techniques and appendicies C through G contain

testing programs. To obtain verificat-on of proper program

operation i- was desired to create input signals of

resalistic value which would produce a time varying output.

- The rate limiters, for example, were tested with an input

signal which rosg exponentially to a limiting value, then

decreased expcrentially. Output signals at the desired

frequency wer. observed for incoming signals of positive or

negative slope and for inccming siqnals which were within or

beyond the rate limit.
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The second level of program testing involved the n:n

signal paths which are listed in Table 1. In most cases a

step function was used as the input siqnal. Inte-mediate

signals were observed to determine continuity,

frequency,time constants, and conformance with !imiting

values.

Ihe_ hiqhpst level of program testing required the

aereration of ccntrol surface deflections for specific

combinaticns of pilot stick fcrce and motion sensor feedback

siqnals. Ne~tber aircraft flight data nor the McDonnell

flight control simulation data were available for direct

comparison with the outputs of the thesis program. The

description of control characteristics given in the design

report was used to make a qualitative analysis of program

operation.

One specific condition of flight was selected as a basis

for comparison of control responses to various combinations

of input signals. This ."tase condition" of flight was

defined such that inputs from motion sensors could be

superimposed on base condition inputs to enable an

investigation cf the effects of each parameter. The base

- condition for program testing was selected to model an

34
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Figur~le 3.1. Sames ccdition Stebilaltor: Response

; . aircraft operating at 20,CC0 foot. and 2S.5 knots. This fixed

" ' the values of sttic and dyi-aic rssures for each

. simulattior and permit*ted vanual verification of t:he gains

, produced by the air date. sched ls. Additionally, a step

-- function repr-esenting six pounds of force in the aft.

(poltie)direction on t.he control stick was applied at

tise 0.0 seconds. All moticn sensor inputs were hold at zero

so that thee.r effects could be individually studi-ed. The

. initial deflections of t.he stabilator, leading edge flapsI

oiland tralleng fdge flaps were set to zero degrees and all

initial conditions fo.r filters wer-e set to zero.i

-..P.-.
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Figure 3.2. Base Condition Leading Edge Flap Response

* Figure 3.1 depicts the movement of the stabilator in

response to tle base flight conditions. A transient

oscillation is produced in t he first second which results

r-marily from the second order filter in the pilot stick

dynamics path. After this oscillation has decayed the

stabilator continues to deflect at a nearly constant rate,4*

since feedback inputs are supressed. The stabilator reaches

the limiting value of 24 degrees -_'ailinq edge up after 9.6

--conds.
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Figure 3.3. Leading Edge Flap Response to AOA Feedback

". ' Figure 3.2 is a plot of leading -edge flap deflection

~(LEFLAP) versus ti.-e for the bass. flight condition. A steady

state flap deflection of 4.8 degree-s is achieved afte.r 1.5

seconds. Since tEFnAP is a function only of angle of attack,

static pressure and dynamic pressure it was desired to

observe the variation in LEFLAP with angle of attack. k ramp

type increass in angle of attack sensor input (AkI) was

superimposed upon the base flight condition beginning at

time 1.4 seconds.The resulting schedule of leading edge flap

deflec-tion is shown in Figure 3. 3 and is consi stent wit+h the

functional description givan in the design report.
37
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Figure 3.4. Bass Condition Trailing adge Flap Response

qU

. Trailing edge flap deflection was mode led similarly in

~FiJure 3.4g for tb base fight condition aad In Figure 3.5

' "for the condition in which AA1 is a ramp function starting

.. at. at tne 1.4 seconds.

To determine the e.ffect of fc.:ward pressure on the pilot

sti-ck a step input of -12.C pounds was su;perimposed upon the.

base flight condition at time 4. 0 seconds, which simulated

an ins tantanecus reversal of st.ick force. Figuze 3.6 shows

that the direction of statilator deflection change.d abruptly

upon introduction of the new stick force, and that t.he

38
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]Figure 3.5. Trailing Edge Fla~p Response to i OA Feedback

magnitude cf the. steady state rate of stabilator deflection.

was approximately unchanged. Pilot sick force inputs of

NJIlarger magnitude were simulated, but the r esults are not

shown. In hese cases the rates cf stabilator deflction

increased while inital oscillatory behavior exhibited

char a&cterst ics similar tc base condition ra.sponse.

The influence of angle of att.ack feedback on stabilator

osition is displayed in Figur,!? 3.7. As described in the

design r~pc:-, angqles of attack in e.xcess of 22 degree.s will

generate a pr'opotional stabila4o.- Command causing the nos-%
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Figure 3.6. Stabilator Response to Stick Force Reversal

5of the a--rcraft to pl -ch down. In this simulation the angle

;%.%of attack input function WA was set equal to 22 degrees

, plus a ramp type incrqase of one degree per second starting

a- tims, 4.0 sqconds. The re.sulting stabi-lator- deflection was
i identical to that for the base condit-_o., until1 time 4.0

,?U,

Tseconds due to the action of the -22 dgrea bias in the OA

feedback path. The nose dcwn pitching effect of AOA feedback

iapparent at all later times. In response to the base

condition hcr stabilaor had reached its maximum limit of 2g

- imdegrees trailn edge down at time 9.5 seconds. The

-40
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application of AOA feedback restricted stabilamor deflection

to 20.9 degrses at time 9.5 seconds.

-

aoi.
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tO0n 3 O 0 6.0 .0 BO too 6.0 .; tb.We
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Figure 3.7. Angle of Attack Damping

Normal acceleration damping is shown in Figure 3.8. A

ramp increas - in normal acceleration equal to 1.0 g's per

a-. second was superimposed on the base condition at time 4.0

seconds. The output signal varies smoothly due to the fact

that normal acceleration path outputs are processed by the

. forward integrator path. The stabilator reverses its

direct*ion cf mcvement within one seccnd of the time feedback
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is introduced. In this cas. the stabilaor :sached its limit

of deflection of 10.5 degrees trailing adge down at time 9.0

seconds.

a

.5o

1p.. f.a f 0 i= a! o G 0 ba

;%*

TIME (seconds)

Pigure 3.8. Normal Acceleration Damping

According to the design reocrt, the predominant

contribution to pitch damping is generated by -the pitch rate

gyro path. This is because the pitch rats signal PR5 is

summed with the main path signal HP9 downstream of the

frvard intqgrator as shown in Figure I. Figure 3.9 depicts

stabilator position versus tim for a ramp increass . in pi-tch

42
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rate beginnng at time 4.0 seconds. The change in direc-ion

of stabilator uovemen: is much more rapid than that produced

by angle of attack or normal acceleration damping.

.4..

S WSim a a

.4,,

.t TIME (seconds) ol

~igure 3.9. Pitch Rate Damping

.,'The thesis ccmputer picgram used a significant portion

c.,." of allowable CSHF program size. Table IV, which is extracted

', ftrom the "translation table" secticn of CSNP output, lists

Sthe areas of the program which most closely approached the
~size limits of CSNP.
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IBLE IV

Program Size Restrictions

Current C P

Parametr Program Max. mum

MACRO and *tatement outputs 206 600
Statement input work area 422 1900
"Prameters-function enerators 43 400
H story and memory ock names 21 50
MACRO statement storage 85 125
SCRT sections 5 20
maximum statzmnts in section 171 600

IV. CONCUSICES M RECCHMENDATIONS

The computer program developed in this thesis simulates

-he performance cf the locgitudinal flight control system of

the F/A-18 aircraft by generatinq control surface

, deflections and cross axis electrical signals. The responses

to AOk, normal acceleration and pitch rata feedback

correspond to the descriptions givsn by the aircraft

manufacturer.

The use of CSMP simplified th. task of system modeling

byl provisicm cf pre-programmed functional blocks and a

flexible format for outputs. The CSMP 3rogram size

rastrictiors dc not appear to be a factor which would

Drohibit the addition of the lateral and directional flight

control systsms to this simulation. It is recommended that



future expansion cf this proqram be dona using techniques to

conserve program size. FORTRAN subroutines and computsr

library functions should be utilized due to tha limited

MACRO and NOSORT capabilities of the CSMP translator.
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FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER PROGRAM

* ** LONGITUDINAL FLIGHT CON4TROL LAW SIMULATION *

* *****INTEGRATING LAG AND NOTCH DIGITAL FILTERS*****

"pMACEC FOUT-2IlT(FIN,KA,KB,IMP,FOUTZ1)
PRNO CEDUDRAL
IF(IMP.NE. 1.0) GC TO 10
IP(KEEP.Ni.1.O) GO TO 10
TO T=TKAF U+? B*FOUT2 1
FOUTZ1P OUT

10 CONTINUE
ENDMAC
MACRO FOUT;ZLAG (FIN, KA K B,KC, IMP FI NZ1 FOUTZ 1)

FROCEDURAI
Xl (IMP.NE. 1.0) GO TO 10
IF (KEEP NE.1.0) GC TO 10
1F (TIME.EQ .0.0 GO TO 10
FOUT-KA*WIN - KB*FINZ1 + KC*FOUTZ1

10PINZ1=FIN
EN DMAC
MAkCBC POUTZNOTCHFTN,KA,K,C,KD,KE,IIP,FINZ1,...

PINZ2 FOUTZ1, IOUTZ2)
PROCEHURAL

S IF (IMP.NE. 1.0) GO TO 10
-is IF (KEEP.NE.1.0) GO TO 10

IF TIME.! .00 GC TO 10
T0 TUAoKB*FINZI4KC*FINZ2-KD*FOU1TZ1-KE*FOUTZ2
FOUTZ2 a FCUTZ1
TOUTZ1 aPOUT
PINZ2 a FINZi

10 INZ1Nx FIN
EX, DM A C

* *****FBEOUEECY 4VERAGERS*****

MACRO Z40uAV20140(Z20,IMP)
C FBOCEDURAL

IF JKEEP.NE.1.0) GO TO 20
IF JTIME.VE.0.0) GO T0 5
Z20 2 =Z20

.:d. Z460zzuZlO
e4 DEL0. 0

GO TO 10
5 IF (IMP EQ 1.0) GO TC 10

ZZ4OZ40 MEDL
GO TO 15

13 Z'aO=Z20
DEL; 12203 Z2 0Zl1) /2. 0

520 CONTINUE
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'N'C0O Z80-kVl4080(z140,IMP)
-/1 ;BOCEDURkl

IF (KZEP.NE.1.0) GO T0 20
IF (TINE.NE.0.0) GO TO 5

Z8021=Z&0
SDIL=O. 0

GO TC 10
5 IF (IMP.EQ.1. 0) GO To 10

Z80=280i1.DEL
* GOTO 15

10 Z80Z240
* DZL j240-Z140Zl)/2.0

Z48 ZZ40

25 CONTINUE

MACBC Z80-AV2080(Z20,IMP)
;ROCEDURAl

IF (EPN..)GO T0 20
IFTIME.VE.0.0) GO TO 5>Z2 luZ20

Z8021=Z20
GO TO 10

*5 IF (I5p.EQ 1.0) GO TC 10
Z8O=Z80i 1.DEL2
GO TC 15
DEL2m (Z2C-Z2OZl)/I4.0

15 CONTIN UP
A% Z20Zl=Z20

Z802 1Z80
20 CONTINUE
EN DRAC

* *****ZNITIAL CONDITIONS AND CCNSTANTS FOR BASE*****
* *****FLIGHT CONDITICN OF 20 000 FT AND 250 KTS*****

IN IT IAL
-e CONSTANT P3=972649 QC2112.73RA1'120=0.05 RATE4O0.025

PS31010.0, S31 2 6 .0,PS~lIClaO.0,PR21C1=6.0.PR2lC20.6:.X
Ak2IC2-0 0 NZ2IC1=O.0,NZ2C2uO..NZ4Z1=0 0 NZ5ZlWO.0...
PK10O.4641,116Z21000 MPItZ1=O.0 MP1Z2. 6 ,MP12Z0.0,...
P84=0.69084 P8E--O.919668 E8C0.6 &312 P8D=-0.99068
DSI-O.0 DLEi 0 0 DTE1m0 b LE2Z1-0.0 IE2Z10. 0 LEHfC9100.0,...
LEDIC2-6 0 QTEDICi= 0 TEfC2O.0 PRIZ10 0 P 4 1=0
RAT180=0.0M12.AA2 ICim6.0,fKu--1.i543.MP1Azl=0.0,P8i=6:H39

DYNARIC

*SORT

PS16. 0*STIP(0. 0)
PR 10. 0

&A 18!60RAP(14.0)

RR1=0. 0
YR 1=0. 0

* *****FUNCTIONtS REQUtIRING NOSORT*****
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* *****FUNCTION 12*****

F1 1QC/PS 2 *9.625-.O25*RI+ 1.0
Fl 2=PS*7.969E-4+0.e4
F12MAX.lIHIT0( 0 8 0 F12T2)F12T3z.LIMIT0 (1 .0f i IXF12Ti

F12T4LIMN 1151 lT 12 Nsi:::;j::0 951H6 +404) + (-PS*0. 00396-1.18)

V.. ~ ~ F PI4=LINI5-30,8.IKI 0.50 5
NCST2.6E-.0315LFIT50010
IFj.NT-0.617. 1.5E-*II(05 0 GO Tos5

0F0l 80 .CPS)
GO0TOuP0T~ 6 )

7440T35402*LKIT( 505 08RI)
F4OT7P*0T4*1 5-.674E-1 .9841(5O. ,*180Q 0 )..

F4 T410I.16 , 23-.615C-35PI)
F40T8=(FT4 4P .193 .841E5P I

*~~5O 7704(7428E3 6)2915238E-3I))) .
NCSOET .475-IGE0.5 GO TO 20

F407, F40T 8 .76-+.Al~~i)-

30 C NTE G 0 075 GO TO 40

A GO TO 30
20 CONTIU

* E'40T 1F4T7
50 CONTINUE

17~i1P~GT.480.C.N...75) GO TO 0

GO TO 80
60 CONTINUE

IFl o P.~iI.E.9OO.C) GO TO 70
4.=F0

GO TO 80
60 CONTINUE

701 CONTIN10

80 CONTINUE

* *****SORTED FUNCIIOIS*****

*SCET

722=0.0167* (-800. 0.LIIIIT (800. 0, 900.0 ,QC))
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F23-3. 1435-0. 1129*LUNIT (15 .0, 21.998, ALP HAT)

F27a1.328*(ALPH&T.7.e584-17.86*LIMIIT(0.44,0.63,RI))

* * F28144. 551-0. 0405 8*LIMIT(2 60.0,950.0 .QC)

* 29Um87. 3825-76.25*LXMIT (0.7,1.146, RI)
F291-0.0

K FuLIfI1II1200.0,2 00 0. 0,QC)
~32A=10.0/~QKF

F37-2.5-0. 5*LIMIT (3.C,5.0, NZA)

* *****FTUCTIONS 68 107*****

* P68u-0.oo297*-480.C.LIHIT(260.0,480.0,QC))
F107TlUE(-5.714E-7)*ABS (QC-750.0))+(8.4E-4)
F107wLI!IT( 0.0,10000.*0,?F 07T1)

* *****IMPULSE PU?CTICNS*****

IMP20-INFULS (0.0,RA20)
IMPLI0-INFULIP( 00,RAi1140)
11P80-IFPULS (0.0, RAT180)

* *****Pg FUNCTIONS*****

PK11=1.65*122
PI h-.*F32A

PK1 7lkF37*F32A
PK19A=f1'*F32A*3.5

PK ;iP*F3 2t* P68
PK2dA1 Fli*F32
PK16aZHCID( (1P20 PK16A)
PK17=Z CID (11P20,PK17ka
PK19=ZHCID (11P20, PK19A)
PX21=ZB0LD (IMP20,PK21A)
PK22=ZHCI lBP20, PK22A)

* *****PILOT STICK INT0T PITH*****

PS2- EADSP '-2 0 62.0 A FMPS3uCNPXPL PS1 #3C 2 1427.3,PS2*106.47)
PS4=REALPL (PS41I $3S65 -. P 3)
PS5=ZHCID (I KP80,PWI4

PS7-S6* 7.04+ (0.2*hES 1PJ61 3
PS8=LINVI(-25.0,50.0, PS)
P13-PS 8

PV3A;ZOI34P20,PV3

* *****PITCH BATE GYRC PATH*****
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PR2-ClPXEL (PR2ICl PE2IC2,0.8g,78.5,PR1*6162.25)
PR3-ZBOID fi p80 d4i2)P2&=1.O'PK 11*(1. 0-P K12)
P2Bi04=1162l) * (1.0-EK12)
PR'I-ZLAGlEE3 P21 P22 P2C 1NP800PR3ZI,PR4ZI)
PI4=LIMXT (-8..,PR40
PRS5P&* i (P68*F?'2fi+F4'0)

* PV4A=ZHOLD IMP20,P 4)

* *****ANGIE OF ATTACK SENSOR PATH*****

kk2=CHPXUL (&&21Cl kl2lC200.711,209.0,kAI*43681.0)
AA3=ZHO'IDgll fP40,12
ALPBATwO. 5 *&A3+1.9
ALPHAS;1IPHAT
kA6-ALPUAT-22. 0
kA7tLINIT (0.0, 10000.0,AA6)
PVI1PK 17*AA7

.A % PVIA-ZHCLD (1P20,PV1)

* *****UOBAL ACCELEflCHITER PATH*****
NZ2-CMPXL4z2IC1 NZ21EC2,O.89,200.0,NZ1*&0000.0)

NZ13u~D IPIO,1i2)
UZ'-1Z- RE1**2)* (6 8529E-6)

P5A(0. O+PK9* 1 1.0-Pil
P5 Bw 1 5+9) *(1. 0 -EK1O)

NZ5-2LAG VUZ4 P5E P5C 11P40,NZ4ZI,NZ5Zl)
PV 2:LIN 1T(.-16.!0 "'0. 0 hNZSf
NZ7PFV2*1 K 6
PV2A=Z HOLD (IN P20, PV2)

* *****FORWARD INTEGRATIOR PATH*****

P12=MlP3
F13=IKT (10000.0 0.0 FT12)
FII4=LIMIT 1 0.0 iooo6 .0,fri
PIS- (I3*F 23) +FP14
P1 ,I6ZINT(F15,O. 05,1.C,IlMP20,PI6Zl)

* *****MAIN PATH*****

MPIp PV3A*PK22
fP2u(PV4A*PK21) -MIP1
MP3= IPK19*FV2A I+PT1A+NP2

Af4*I T(-0,25. 36F16)
MP5AA Mi(PII,lI P20

MP5=OLD 1 0,M 5 )

AP8A-1P7+ (RR1*YRI *F107)
MP lV4 8 HPDdIPH

liPlIsLIMIT (-25.O,25 c mPlObIRP12 ZNCTCHP I P8H M8BP 5CP8D SR8r.
NPlizi MPlli2,f12Z,Ni22Z'

* *****STAILATOR PALTa****
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SST2- I.P3
STL&ULINIT(;24 0 10.5,ST3)
ST5CiNTZE (0.0 29 STL&)
STAEF=CPIPL(T61IC,TEDIC2..7L&0.0 1 ST5*1600.0)

* *****LEADING EDGE FLAP PATH*****

LB2-ZINT tALPNAS 0 0625.0.9375.1MP80,LE2ZI)
LE2T;ZHCLD (IMP 26,LE2)
LE2T Ll2T*F27
L32T=ZDCLD (INP2O LE2T1A)
LE2T2jLIHIT !O 0jFf8 LE2T1).. LE3=LIMIT(C 0 F 9 U fE2T2)

******18 DEG/SEC RATE LIMIT 20 HZ*****

NO SORT
IF(TIME.WE.0.0) GO TC 85
LEI4Z lmLE3

85 CONTINUE
DEL =LaE3--LE4Z 1

LE4 IALE4Z 1*DELLT.K
IF 1MP20.NE.1.O) GC TO 90
L3Z 1=LEIA

90 CONTINUE
* LE4$ZHOLD4IMP20 LE'IA)

% SORT LE5-AV208O (LE4 , IMP2O)
I DLEIPI=LE5.3.0
146 DLE aDEADS~ (-DLE2Pl1,:LE2P1 ,DLE1)

DLE3*DLE 1+DLE2
* NOTEPOSITIVE LEADING EDGE FLIP PATHI ONLY

* LE6=LE5*DLE3
* LE701IMIT(-3.0,33.0 tE6)

*****18 DEG/SEC RATE LIMIT~ 80 HZ*****

NO SORT
IFATINE.NE.0.0) GO TO 110

110 CONTINUE
DELluIE7-LE8Z1
DELLII!=LINIT (-0.225,0.225. DELl)
LE81uLE8 Z +DELLIN
IF (P8. NE. 1. 0) GO TO 12 0
LE81Z 11LE8A

120 CONTINUE
LZ8-ZHCID(IMP8O.LE8A)

V SORT
% ~LE9;LINI1 (-3.0Q 33. 011E8)

LEILA0C 25LL L 1RDIC 2,1.14,20.O.LZ10*400.01

P24LI-22.538-20.51*1INIT(0 .27,0.66,RI)
?24L2u32.76-36.O*bI MITA06 6 0 9leRI)

F24T=AlFA 1 6 f23*LIMIT(0.27,0.9lvRI))
F24T3m-2.O*LIMIT(0 0 10000.0,124T2)
2 4 T 4a 1. 4 * W 24T 1+ F2i 431

NOSORT
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? hNO'I.RI.gT. 0.66) GO TO 10
h4Ln 42L

GO TO 1510 CONTINUE
P ;4LmP24L1

15 CONTINUE
F2I4uLIMIT(0.0,? 24L. 124T&)

* *****TRAILING EDGE FLAP PkTH*****

TZ2-ZINT(ALPHkS O.3125,0. 096875.111P80,TE2ZI)
TE2TuZflCLD (1MP2 6 ,TR2)
T22TI TE2T*724
TE3=LIMU (0.0,F25 TE2T1)

* NOTE:POSIT lYE TRAHLIG EDGE PLAP PATH ONLY
TE4=1E34DTE1
TE1-11B1T (8.0145.0 TE4)
TE6:QNTZR .( 0015TES
TEFL E=CHIXL(TE1IC,TEDIC2,1.J,20.0,TE6*40.0)

TERMINAL
M ETHCD RKSPX
TIMER FINTlIMllO,OTTDELU.0125,PRDEL-O.1250,DELT=O.0125

PRINT STAH!F LEPLAPoTIPLAP
LABEL STADEF IN DiREES
LABEl TIME IN SECCNDS
PAGE IYPLOT

OUTPUT TI!,STADEP
END
STOP

ENDJOB
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APPENDI XC

AIR UnSCEDLE

LABEL FUNCTION 12

INITIAL
PARAMETER PS= (2000.C.1000.0,500.0,200.0)

DYNAMIC
SCET

RImRAMP (0.0)
P12T1.RI **2*9. 625-. 025*R. 1.0
F12T2=PS*7. 9692-4+0.e4
F12MAX=timIT (1 0 8 0 ,F12T2)
F12T3=LIMITI (1 fl!MlNX,Fl2T 1)
F12T5-LINIT (.5 1 35 RI)
F12T6=F12T5*(0:06951iPS+4.04) *(-Ps*0.00396-1.18)

* PF12T4=LINIT( (.0,8.0 ,F12T6)
N CSORT

IFj(.VOT.RI.GT.0.5) GO To 5
Fl1- F 12TLI
GO TO 6

5 CONTINUE
F12 a Fl1^T3

6 CONTINUT

TERMINAL
TIMED PINTIN =2.0, CUTDELO0.05, PRDEL0.05
PRINT F12T1,F12T2,P12T3,F1 2T4,F12T5,Fl2T6,F2IAX,F12

* PkGE XYFICT
OUTPUT RI, P12

END
STOP

4-4 ENDJCB

LABEL FUNCTION 241

INITIAL
PARAMETEP RI=(0.27,O.66,0.911

DYNAMIC

SORT
ALPHARAMP (0. 0
F24~1m22.538-2b.5 1*LIMIT(0.27,0.66 RI)
Fj4L2s3.76-36.0*LIMIT40 066 0 91 ,RI)
FZI4T 1ULIIIT(00,10000.0 LPAA
F24T2iLP HA (14.8769-78&9 3*LII .27,0.91,RI))

4T LIMIT(0.0 I03054
* F211T4=1.($*(24T1.724f3) 0FT
NO0SORT

IF (,NCT RI.GT.O.66) GO TO 10
4.d4L uF24L2

GO TO 15
10 CONTINUE

k15 CONTINUE
F2IIlIUIT (0.0tF24LFA4T4)

TERMINAL
TIMES FINTIH.30.0 OOTDEL=0.5 PRDEL=O.5
PRINT FgLl,F24L2,F24T1,F24Tl.F24T3,24TJ,F24L,F24
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C-., END

ENDJCB

LABEL FUNCTION 29

IN IT IAL
* PARANETEU PS=(1250.0)

DY NAM IC

F29U=87.3825-76.25*LIIT(0.7,1.146,RI)
F29L=0.0

TERMINAL
TIMER FINTIfful 5 PBDEL0.05, OUTDEL0.05
PRINT HI F29UF2§L
PAGE ZYPLOT
OUTPUT B1FP29U,P29L

END
STOP

EN DJ OE

'V. LABEL FUNCTICI 40

INITIAL
PARAMETER QC(1700. 0,440.0,335.0)

DY 11f BIC
SCRT

Ps- 0.0001 + RAMP (0.0)
RI 0 C/kS
FI4O 1z.-.25-3.0*LIffIT 10.75. 0.85 RI)
FL&T20.65625-.0013125*LIM IT(560.0O 1800.0 PS)
F40T3--0.26177+ 49.6351-14) *LIMIIT (50 6 . 0, 1806.0,PS)
PIO;LIMIT (0.0. 1800. 0 PS)
ua4,m..yymT(,fl 105.6.oC- 335 0)

100~n(4~ -6 .I4) *PIQ
.1~ (40T11403+ (40T2*LIMIT 0.75,0.85,RI))

F40Tl=140T14* i5f6461441.98411 7*PIQ)...
+10.169 ~ 3.*846151-5 *PIQ)

F40T-(0 .16923- 3. 86415E-5*PIQ) ...
* NCSORT +fP40T4*(1.672147E-3-9. .91 52E-7*PIQ))

IF I .NOT.RI.GE.0.75) GO TO 20
F 40T9wF40T8*7l40T 1

GO TO 30
20 CONTIN UE

30 NaOT.4TCNIU GE.'440.C.AND.RI.GE.0.75)) GO TO 40
At0T10i(?c40T6

'40 GO TO 50
40 CONTINUE
50 PF40lOT1F14OT7

IF NjOT Pl?.GT.980.0) GO TO 60
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GO TO 80
60 CONTINUE

IF .NOT 1PIQ. L.500.C) GO To 70
F 0= Fi0T5
GO TO 80

70 CONTINUE
P4 0=F4 'lO1

80 CONTINUE

TERMINAL
TIMER FINTIM02000 0,!RDEL=20.0,OUTDEL=20.0
PRINT PSQC,RI,F46T )F40T9 F4&OT10,F40
PAGE K YFLOT

4 E OUTPUT PSF40
END
STOP

EN DJ C

LABEL GENERATED FUNCTION
* THIS PROGBALA GENERATES QC FUNCTIONS 22,25,28,32A, AND 68

IN ITIAL
PARANETEF PS=1000.0

DYNAMIC
QC=RAMP (0. 0)

.',eF22=0.0167* (-800.0+LIMIT(800.0,900.0,QC))

-~ F25u47.6.36-0.05106*LIMIT(600.0,835.0,QC)

F28in44.551-0.04058*LI?!tT(260.0,950.0,QC)

QKF=LriqT ( 200. 0,2 000.0. QC)
F32Am100. 0 / QKP

* F68=-0.002977*(-480.0+LIMIT(260.0,480.0,QC))

TERMINAL
TIMER FINTIM-2500.0 OUTDEL=50.0 PRDEL=50.0
PRINT QC F22,F25,Fi26,QKFF32A,F66
PAGE X PioT
OUTPUT CF22

* '. OUTPUT QC.F25
OUTPUT PC.F28

AOUTPUT QCF321
OUTPUT VCF68

END
STOP

EU DJ 0!

LABEL GENERATED FUNCTION

IN ITIL
PARAMETES RI. (0.44,U0.63)

DY NAMIC
ALPBR DANE (0.0)

NZA=ALP:A 49LMT5.02198ALAT

ALPH!AT- AlPHA

-* 4* 
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F27=1.328* (ALPH A+7. 8584-17.86*LIMIT (0.44,0.63,RI))

F3702.5-0.5*LIHIT (3.0,5.0, NZA)

TERMINAL
. . TIMER FINTIM-30 . PRDEL=1 0, OUTDEL=I.0

PRINT 124,F27,F 37
PAGE XY11OT

.. , OUTPUT ALPHAT F23
OUTPUT AIPHA o27
OUTPUT N2A,F37

END
STOP

EN DJC B

N.,
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A PPENDI X D

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOP SIGNAL BLOCK TESTIN4G

CEADSPACE FUNCTION AND ALIASING FILTERS

INITIAL
CONSTANT ES2C1=2.O

DY NAN IC
PS1= -5.0 + RAIP (0.01
PS2-DEADSP (-PS2CI PS2C 1,PS1)

r-S3=CMFPL:8.0, 60. 14 27 3; PS2*106.47)
TERM INAL

TIM ER FINTIN=1O 0 OUTEEL=0.25, PRDEL=0.25
LA13EL STICK DEADSfACE PLOT
rPPINT PSi P52
OUTPUT TIA!, PS1,PS2fFS3fPS4i
PAGE XYPLCT
ZND
STOP

EN DJ E
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FREQUENCY AVERAGERS

MACRO Z80=AV2OaO(Z20,IMP)
FROCEDURAl

IF (TIME.NE.O.O) GO 'TO 52
Z20 1=Z20
z80z1=z~a
GO TC 54

52 IF (IMP.EQ.1. 0) GO TOC 541
Z80=Z80Z14+DL2
GO TO 56

54 Z80=220
DEL2 JZ2C-Z20Z1)/4.0

56 CONTI UE
Z2OZ 1=Z20
Z80'Z1=Z80

EN DRAC
INITIAL

aaCONSTANT RAT E-0.05
DYNAMIC

* YW RAMP0 0)

Y2= IMPULS (0.0 RATE)

14= V208(Ys, I
TERMINAL

METHOD RKSFX
TIMER FINTI?21.0 OUTrEL=O.0125,PRDEL=O.0125,DELr=0.0125
LABEL 20 TO 80 M'RAGER
PRINT Y2,Y3,1(1

END

EN DJ gOP Z0 I
MACRC C 4;V0 Z0IP

S. . PROCEDURAL
IF (TIME.NE.0.0) GO TO 5
Z20 1=Z20
Z4021=Z20
DEL =0. 0
GO TC 10

5 IF (IMP E061.0) GO TO 10
ZL&OV4ilZ1.EL
GO TO 15

10 ZL&0=Z20
* DEL jZ20%Z20Z1) /2.0

Z20Z =Z2*0
15 CONTINUE
EN DRAC
INITIAL

CONSTANT RATE-0. 05
DYNAMIC

Y1= RAMP (0.0)
Y1 AUEXP (11
r2= IMP LS 0.0 RATE)
Y3= ZHOI~ (12, YEA)JL - Y1=AV2040 (Y3, Y2)

TERMINAL
METHOD RKSFX

ZZ re 4,TIMER FINTIMul 0 OETDEL=0.025,PRDEL=0.025,DELTZO.0125
LABEL 20 TC 40 AtERAGER
PRINT Yi Y1AY2,Y3,!L4
PAGE XY~fOT'
OUTPUT TIME,Y1A,Y3,Y4

pq IND

EN DJ 02
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- RATE LIMITIERS
IN4 IT IAL
DY NA MIC

YW=RAM P 0 0)

Y4= (-I.O+EiP(2iIN E+2.0) )*STEP (2.0)
Y52y3+Y4
IMP20-INPL s 0.010.05~
IMP4O=IPULS (0.0 0.02k,
IMP8OSINPULS (0.0 0.0125)
Y20=ZHOLD (IP 20 .i5l
Y40=ZHCID 1 M40:Y51Y80=ZHOtDR(IPBo,Y5

- IPATIIME.NE.0.0) GO TO 80

80 CONTINUIE
DEL1=Y20-LE8Z1

LE8=LE8Z1.DELLI 1
IF (IPONE.1I. 0) GO TO 90
LE8 Z1MLE8

90 CONTINUE
TERMINAL

METHOD EKSFX
TIMER PINTIM=5 0 OUTnEL=O.0125 PRDEL=0.0125,DELT=o0125
PRINT Y3 Y4,Y5,D L1,DELLIMLE8Z1,LE8,Y20,INP20
PAGE XYP!CT
OUTPUT TIME Y20,LE8
OUTPUT TIINE,720,LEBZ1

END
STOP

EN DJ 0B
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DIGITAL FILTERS

MACRC FOUT;ZINT(FIN#KArKBIMPFOUTZ1)
EFOCEDURAI
ip iNmP.NE 1.0)G TO 10
IF KEEP NE.1 GC TO 10
17 TINE.EQ .. U GO TO 10
PCUTwKA*FI 5 + KB*POUTZ1
P'OUTZlsFOUT

10 CONTINUE
EN DNAC
MACRC FOUT=ZLAG (FIN, KipKBpKC IMP rFINZ 1,POUTZ 1)

PROCEDURAL
IF (IMP.NE. 1.0) GC TO 10
1I KEF.NE.1. 0) GO TO 10
IF (TIME.EQ .0.0) GC TO 10
10UT=KA* FIN - K B*FINZ1 + KC*FOUTZ1
FOUTZ 1 FOOT
PINZ 1=FIN

10 CONITINUE
EU DMIAC
MACRC FOCJT=ZNCTCH (IN KA KE KC K E K!EIMP,.

FINZi, FlNZlfF6UMti,fOUiZ2)
PBOCEDURAl
11 (IMP.NE. 1.0) GO TO 10
IF (KEEP NEL1.Q GC TO 10

If TIE: RGO TO 10
*F+ B*FINZ1.KC*FINZ2-KD*OJTZI-KE*FOJTZ2

FOUTZ2 = FOUTZ1
FOUTZ1 = FCUT
TINZ2 = FINZi
FINZIa FIN

10 CONTINUE
END4AC
INIT IAL
P&RAN INTNm.0125 IVTD-1.0,AA11A1O0 0 AA11A=G.0

N' PkAA PK9-1 1545~ PKIO=0.4647,JAA1OBi=0.O,AA11B1O0.0
PkAM NA=-.69584 Nif s-.99068 NC. 66312,ND=-.99068,NNE=.35396
PAA AA1OC1O0 6 AAOC2-0.6A C10.0,AA11C2O0.0
LAf 1.+PK9*(1.-Phfil
LB _ 1 +PK9)*(I.-PK1 0)
LC I .-PK1O
DY NAMIC
AA9A -STEP
iIPILS (d o 0125)
AllQA = ZHCL6 IfN MAA9A)
AA11A = ZINT(AAIA10,INTN INID IMP Wl11A1kAA1BaZLAGIAA1OA LA LB LC IIIP,AkiOE1 AA11
AA11C = ZVOTCU(AilOi Ni Nfi NC,ND,NE,fNP,kAA1Cl

TERMNA kklC2kLl''kl 1C2)
METHOD RKSFX
TIMED FINTIN=1.5 OIJTDELO.0125,DELT=0.0125
PRINI1 AklOA AA1lI klA 1 I
OUTPUT k 0l O .. K5 Al I AiC 15

&A AIiB (0.0, 1. 5) &A IC (0.0, 1.5)

STOP

EN DJ OB
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